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Pentagon Warns To Expect “Radical” Change In US Government Soon (Sorcha Faal)
<< < (5/6) > >>
One Revelator:
--- Quote from: jofortruth on October 11, 2013, 08:37:41 AM ---A friend told me that the GRU is a
Russian military organization. So, it is possible they are stirring the pot! So take anything this
organization says with a grain of salt!
Is Sorcha Faal a part of this organization?
--- End quote --Sorcha Faal is a fictional writer on the website whatdoesitmean.com. The narrative is that she is a Russian
ex-scientist that is in some religious order. Those that have checked out this site say it is owned by a guy
named David Booth. The picture of “David Booth” cross references to a “Dr A. True Ott” of Ogden,
Utah. Ott has been accused of being an American alphabet agency disinformation specialist with several
aliases. His target is the patriot community. Based on the writing style and evasive nature of
whatdoesitmean.com, I tend to agree with this assessment.
True Ott leads down a huge rabbit hole of intrigue primarily involving Dr. Len Horowitz and Sherri Kane.
Supposedly, they tried to file a restraining order against Ott in a California court. It’s unclear whether this
really happened or not. The rabbit hole continues, questioning lesser known websites/truther
personalities….
Back to whatdoesitmean.
Sorcha Faal is not even a Russian name.
If you look at the articles there, the headline is ALWAYS something sensational while the content turns
out to be a mix of truth and fiction, classic disinformation.
The source of all articles on that website is “the Kremlin” or some Russian intelligence agency. The
articles themselves turn out never to be true.

--- Quote ---Disinformation is intentionally false or inaccurate information that is spread deliberately. It is
an act of deception and false statements to convince someone of untruth. Disinformation should not be
confused with misinformation, information that is unintentionally false.
Unlike traditional propaganda techniques designed to engage emotional support, disinformation is
designed to manipulate the audience at the rational level by either discrediting conflicting information or
supporting false conclusions. A common disinformation tactic is to mix some truth and observation with
false conclusions and lies, or to reveal part of the truth while presenting it as the whole (a limited
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hangout). --wiki
--- End quote --Easy to write. Just do it backwards. State conclusion for the audience, then mix in some political trends
that are true to give it credibility, then backtrack to a single source that’s super secret squirrel. This does
requite the propagandist to monitor the attitudes and general beliefs of the target audience. So it’s not
completely effortless to write. Note that disinfo appeals to the rational level of the target audience, while
social marketing techniques appeal to the emotional level of the target audience..
Gov/Corp:Mass Behavior Modification Using *Social Marketing*
http://forum.prisonplanet.com/index.php?topic=251250.0
Here’s a quick fact check on the above article.

--- Quote ---A highly troubling “urgent bulletin” issued earlier today by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
(MoFA) states that it has received information from the Main Intelligence Directorate (GRU) warning to
… based on information they have received from “highly placed” sources within the Pentagon.
According to this MoFA bulletin, GRU intelligence assests were notified by their Pentagon counterparts
this past week that…
--- End quote --Note that the “report” is always still secret. The reader can’t see it, but the writer can. Would any
intelligence service boast about having high-level sources embedded in a foreign government? Gee, that
would definitely put lives at risk and jeopardize the source. There’s also never any other source that
confirms this information.

--- Quote ---The NDAA is opposed by many US States, this bulletin says, with California joining Alaska
and Virginia this past week in passing a law making it illegal to be enforced in their territory.
--- End quote --This never happened. It was made up.
Monkeypox:
To be clear, I did not know this was Sorcha Faal or I wouldn't have posted it. The article is not attributed
to Sorcha Faal. I know to stay clear of anything with that name attached to it.
I don't know who put "(Sorcha Faal)" in the subject. It wasn't me.
One Revelator:
--- Quote from: Monkeypox on October 11, 2013, 05:43:40 PM ---To be clear, I did not know this was
Sorcha Faal or I wouldn't have posted it. The article is not attributed to Sorcha Faal. I know to stay clear
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of anything with that name attached to it.
I don't know who put "(Sorcha Faal)" in the subject. It wasn't me.

--- End quote --Not a problem at all.
Indeed it was not clearly attributed. The source was intentionally obfuscated with you, the patriot, as the
target. Suspect sites are eutimes.net and, I think, veteranstoday.org – not 100% sure of the last one. Some
other sites/names are implicated as well but I need to look into it further.
Actually, I’m glad that this came up. This thread serves as a clearer case study about how to spot
disinformation and what the purpose of disinformation is. It is an aggressive and intentionally deceitful
tactic used in the infowar.
BTW, misinformation is when some erroneous info get passed along with no intent to deceive. I think a
lot more people would get caught in that trap without the “peer review” process inherent to forums. Viral
e-mails are more susceptible IMO.
Jackson Holly:

... I once posted an ONION video! ;D I thought it was real ... :(
Sane almose booted my butt!
Really, no harm done ... in fact people are all over the
place discussing this very stuff ... Obama-rama-lama
declaring an "emergecy" and making an end-run around
Congress.
... reality is stranger than fiction.

chris jones:
--- Quote from: Jackson Holly on October 11, 2013, 06:41:14 PM --... I once posted an ONION video! ;D I thought it was real ... :(
Sane almose booted my butt!
Really, no harm done ... in fact people are all over the
place discussing this very stuff ... Obama-rama-lama
declaring an "emergecy" and making an end-run around
Congress.
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... reality is stranger than fiction.
--- End quote --HollyI fell for it..
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